To Allah belongs...

Colour and read.

This book belongs to:

Name: ____________________________
To Allah belongs...

...the heaven.
Not just one but all seven!
To Allah belongs...

...the world.

Like a ball it’s curled.
To Allah belongs...

... the sun.
Shining like a yellow button.
To Allah belongs...

... the moon.

Floating like a white balloon.
To Allah belongs...

... the stars.
Can you see the planet Mars?
To Allah
belongs..., 

Sunday

* 

Monday

Tuesday
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Thursday

Friday

Saturday

...the day.
The best one is Friday!
To Allah belongs...

Ouch!

...the night.
Hey, who turned off the light!
To Allah belongs...

...the sky.
Where birds and planes fly.
To Allah belongs...

...the trees.
Home to the birds and bees.
To Allah belongs...

...the rivers.
In them are fish of many colours.
To Allah belongs..., We hear and obey!

...the Angels. They hear and do what he tells.
To Allah belongs...

...the Jinn.
Some do good but some of them sin.
To Allah belongs...

...you and me. He made us to worship Him you see!